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is found in Oregon and South Dakota.

Traditionally VLT products have been
proprietary, closed and somewhat
inflexible. More recently new technology
and changes in protocols have enabled
these products to provide more flexibility.

The majority of suppliers prefer open
protocols to proprietary protocols due to
the fact open protocols offer more
flexibility to the operator and player and
provide more choice at a lower cost base
through fewer machine changes as
opposed to ‘locking’ operators into single
suppliers and therefore limiting the
options.

For developers it also provides a level
playing field for all game developers to
distribute content whilst remote
diagnostics means less site visits for
engineers. Utilising open protocols,
providers are able to offer a mix of games
best fit for single site or multiple sites in
larger halls. Highly popular games are
single games with life changing jackpot
prizes which need to be positioned
alongside others offering the same.

Martin Lucas of Inspired Gaming Group
said: “Inspired has led the way in the
deployment of Open SBG platforms and
this is set to be the model of the future,
particularly in this economic climate
where operators need to focus on
maximising income.

“The open nature of Inspired’s platform is
compelling because it gives incentive to
content developers and we are helping
developers and niche to small-medium
innovative businesses, which is boosting
their revenues.”

In 2009 the Gaming Standards Association
approved the first ever manufacturer
submitted extensions designed specifically
for the distributed VLT market.

It was developed by Gtech (an affiliate of
Spielo) for the implementation of Game to
System or G2S protocol which is an XML
based open communication protocol
allowing networked gaming features like
remote configuration and software
downloads.

Although G2S isn’t an unknown concept
to gaming operators, it was initially
driven by the casino sector and often
didn’t take into consideration the
differences with commercial venues and
government sponsored markets.

Now that Spielo has entered the market
with INTELLIGEN, a G2S compliant
central system solution, there are plans to
submit even more extensions to make the
G2S protocol fully supportive of

Last year, international VLT net machine income totalled
US$17.9bn. As governments around the globe clamour for public
friendly tax revenues, VLTs stand on the brink of world domination

Video Lottery Terminals:
the dawning of a new age

What was once a small fish in a very big
pond, Video Lottery Terminals have
become the accessory of choice for the
discerning gaming market.

They were at one time seen as a product
that really only existed in monopoly
markets, which would not, or could not,
legislate any other form of electronic
gaming machines outside of casinos.

They provided some form of street and
arcade gaming entertainment for hungry
players whilst also keeping equally
ravenous government coffers topped up,
with the whole affair controlled by the
lottery administrations and ultimately the
government.

Everyone was happy. Well almost
everyone. Many private operators merely
cursed such a ‘monopolistic’ situation
whilst some markets just thanked their

lucky stars they were able to provide
some form of gaming in an otherwise
limited market.

However, bit by bit these products began
to infiltrate other markets. In Eastern and
Central Europe they suddenly began
appearing alongside AWPs offering a
different form of gaming whilst
seemingly not disrupting the gaming
apple cart too much.

Then last year came the big
announcement for the Italian market and
suddenly VLTs found themselves thrust
into the limelight. They have become the
saving grace in a recession hit industry
which quite frankly is ready to embrace
new market opportunities quicker than
the Italians can drive around the Vatican.

And so all eyes are currently on the
Italian market, and quite rightly so. With

already 360,000 AWPs (or Comma 6a
machines as they are known) already in
the market the idea is to launch around
58,000 VLTs this year during the first
phase of the roll out. Every man and his
R&D guy are now either in the Italian
market or on the periphery ready to
enter.

If Italy proves successful with its formula
of VLT introduction then this could mark
a promising new era for the VLT products
and a significant step forward in the idea
of running the two gaming products side
by side. 

With that in mind we decided to
undertake a study of the worldwide VLT
market and look at what these products
actually are, where they currently exist
and if they could actually be the Messiah
the gaming industry been waiting for.

WHAT ARE THEY?
It is estimated that the worldwide
installed base of gaming machines stands
at 7.9 million. VLTs are but a small
portion of this giant pie. But the figures
are still significant. 

Last year the global VLT net machine
income totalled US$17.9bn whilst Europe
topped the bill with $10.8bn followed by
North America with the remaining
$6.9bn.

VLTs are operated in the USA, Canada
and several countries in Europe. However
in each market they differ. Open
protocols or proprietary protocols? Large
operating venues or small single site
venues? Gaming device RNG or
centralised determination? Depending on
where you are sitting the story and
outcome varies.

VLTs are games of chance which function
much like a gaming machine and are
played on video terminals. The player
inserts payment and selects a
combination of number and then pulls a
lever or presses a button to play.

They are similar to FOBTs (networked
server based VLT terminals) of which
there are around 50,000 in the UK’s
bingo, betting and casino markets. 

With VLTs numbers are randomly
generated either on the gaming terminal
or via a central server. These are then
usually run by the lottery organisations
and the machines either payout in coins
or via a paper receipt which is then
redeemed for cash.

Although the outcome of each wager is
random the operator can programme the
total amount and number of payouts that
its central computer system will allow at
its connected VLTs.

Some VLTs often resemble slot machines
albeit with a RNG and others are video
card game terminals like poker or
blackjack. Many mimic scratch card
tickets.

They can operate with a standard jackpot
(fixed amount indicated on machine) or
individual progressive jackpot (pay a
rising jackpot based on amount of play).

Generally VLTs offer much more flexibility
than analogue terminals such as
downloadable content, variable stakes,
prizes and jackpots and data control.

In most jurisdictions around 90 per cent
is returned to the bettors in prizes whilst
the net income (remainder) is divided
among the state, VLT venues and
machine owners.

There are two main types of VLTs - Class
II VLTs are played on a Class II gaming
machine (bingo format, scratch tickets
etc) and are primarily found in Racinos.
The first Racino concept was introduced
in the US in West Virginia in 1990 when
the MTR Gaming Group added VLTs to
the Mountaineer Race Track and Gaming
Resort in Chester. 

Other States that now have legalised Class
II VLTs in Racinos are Delaware, Rhode
Island, New York and West Virginia. Class
II machines depend on a central server to
determine their results which are drawn
from a predetermined prize pool.

Class III VLTs operate independently from
each other with their own random results
generator. This permits players to
compete against a house edge rather than
other lottery players. This type of gaming
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distributed market operation’s needs.

Rhonda Whittaker of Spielo said: “To
produce great games you have to
understand the special needs and desires
of your players. VLT players are not the
same as commercial casino players.

“So we’ve developed a comprehensive
understanding of various sub-sets of
players from each of those distinct
markets. We do this through our player
segmentation research and we’ve learned
what attracts certain players to games in
different types of venues and sites and
we’ve learned what keeps them coming
back.”

Meanwhile like most products, it’s not
just what they are, but where they are.
Location, location, location is a key issue
for VLTs and that of course varies country
to country.

Unlike the US market where VLTs are
located in large gaming venues, in Europe
they are often found in smaller locations
such as gaming centre and single sites
such as bars and restaurants.

Smaller locations typically house multi
game platforms due to the fact that venue
size will restrict the diversity of games
available, whilst larger venues often offer
single game solutions.

VLTs are filtering into the American
market and one reason for this is
‘competition’. With casinos in
neighbouring states some lottery
organisations are hoping to pull the
dollars back into their state lines by
introducing VLTs at tracks and other
venues.

Some states have found it easier for a
lottery backed gaming facility to gain
public acceptance rather than trying to
get approval for casinos. Lotteries have
such a long standing ‘gaming’ tradition in
most parts of the world it is generally a
more accepted gaming service.

In addition player preference for venue
based gaming is also growing. As games
are evolving so have the establishments
which can house such products.

In the US and Canada in particular VLTs
were initially seen as a way to assist the
horse racing and other pari-mutuel
operations boost revenues. However
today they are considered as a
mainstream alternative for raising funds
for good causes.

And so along came the name Racino
which was developed to provide revenue
to a dwindling horse racing industry and
VLT programs now include non-racetrack
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operations.

Overseen traditionally by lottery
corporations they can be operated in a
number of different ways. In general there
are three models for ownership and
operation of state authorised VLTs.

The owner operator model – the holder of
the state issued VLT licence (ie racetrack)
makes the necessary capital investment
for housing the VLTs whilst the owner-
operator is responsible for leasing or
purchasing the machines and for
operating them. The state regulatory
agency is responsible for the central
computer system linking the VLTs.

The hybrid owner-operator model – the
owner of the VLT licence is again
responsible for the capital investment and
daily operations but the state provides the
machines, normally through leasing and
manages them and the central computer
system.

State operator model – the VLT licence
holder acts as a landlord providing just
the facility to house the VLTs. The state is
responsible for all other aspects such as
operation, providing machines, managing
operators and central computer service.

Every VLT program in the US, with the
exception of one state, uses machines
where game outcomes are determined by
software and a Random Number
Generator residing in the gaming
machine. Whether the game outcomes are
generated by the VLT or the central
system, game speed does not differ from
that of a casino slot machine.

Most VLTs now look and play much like a
casino video slot machine. VLTs however
are closely monitored by a government
lottery organisation whilst the game,
gaming machine specifications, stakes
and prizes and responsible gaming
features are different to casino slots and
almost always controlled by the lottery.
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UNITED STATES
VLTs are only permitted in six of the US
states. Four of the states can only house
their VLTs at racetrack casinos (Racinos)
whilst the other two states permit them in
‘ambient locations’ such as bars and
restaurants.

Each state determines their own payout
percentage range as well as the
characteristics for the gaming devices and
are run by the state lottery division
(unless tribal)

The ‘Racino’ VLTs are located in
Delaware, New York, Rhode Island and
West Virginia whilst also operated in
other locations in Oregon and South
Dakota.

Initially VLTs were only associated with
casinos, but in 1985 the State of Nebraska
changed its legislation and allowed the
Nebraska Lottery to test a video lottery.
However it was not linked to a central
system and the experiment was
terminated the same year.

Several years later South Dakota Lottery
was looking for new revenue sources and
it decided to take on the VLT concept. In
March 1989 legislation permitted the first
server connected VLT in the United
States. By 1992 Oregon, Rhode Island and
Louisiana also had VLTs up and running.

In 2004 the issue on whether Texas
should permit VLTs at pari-mutuel
racetracks or other locations was
discussed whilst looking at ways of
boosting the state’s school finance
system.

It was estimated that these machines
could bring in between $1.5bn and
$1.8bn in additional revenue. The
authorisation would have raised questions
as to whether it would allow for
expanded gambling operations by native
American tribes.

More recently state governments are now
considering proposals to allow or expand
slots and casinos in a bid to boost budget
deficits. Ohio for instance will hold a
referendum in November this year to

decide whether to permit VLTs at
racetracks whilst Maryland is expected to
consider operating slot machines. Other
states such as New Hampshire,
Massachusetts or Kentucky are also
looking at legalising gaming although this
is thought to permit slots rather than
VLTs. 

Some like New Jersey are now
undertaking studies of the state’s gaming
industry. At one time the state was
adamant that VLTs would not be
permitted saying it will be detrimental to
the state’s struggling casino industry,
which has already seen revenues decline
due to competition from neighbouring
state casinos and slot parlours.

DELAWARE began its VLT operations in
1995 at Delaware Park and Dover Downs
Racetracks. Harrington Raceway followed
suit in 1996. Between the three Racinos
there are a total of 7,523 VLTs in this state
which publicly run with distributions to
operators. Total revenue from VLTs was
$583.31m last year. 

The VLTs are run by Delaware Lottery
and have a 21 years age limit for play,
stakes are between 1c and $100
maximum whilst payout is in credit slips,
tokens or video lottery machine credits
whilst payout is between 87 and 95 per
cent. From VLT revenue some 40 per cent
is paid to the three racetracks as
commissions, 43.5 per cent is contributed
to the state budget, 10 per cent goes
towards horse racing, six per cent goes to

leasing, servicing and upgrading games
and monitoring the lottery central
computer system.

NEW YORK has eight Racinos and has
been operating VLTs since 2004 and today
publicly runs some 12,469 VLTS with
distributions to operators. The revenue
was $1.019bn last year.

The VLTs are run by the New York Lottery
and around 44 per cent of revenues goes
towards state budgets (education
contribution), 35 per cent goes to the
racetrack in commissions, 8.8 per cent is
a marketing allowance and 10 per cent for
lottery administration.  Average payout is
around 91 per cent.

Three of the tracks, Belmont Park,
Aqueduct and Saratoga draw $2.8bn in
bets each year and the 4,500 VLTS at the
Aqueduct site generate $1.2m per day for
the state.

RHODE ISLAND has two pari-mutuel
facilities – Twin River (formerly Lincoln
Park) and Newport Grand. VLTs began
operation in this state in 1992 and today
there are a total of 6,075 publicly run
VLTs at both venues. Revenue from VLTs
was $461.17m last year.

Twin River has the majority of the VLTs
run by Rhode Island Lottery and permits
anyone over the age of 18 years. Newport
Grand has around 1,500 VLTs. Both
locations run VLTs alongside slots and
offer TITO. Average payout is around 90
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per cent.

WEST VIRGINIA has four Racinos and
began operating VLTs in 1994 and
operates 18,457 publicly run VLTs.
Revenue was $1.216bn. This state
introduced the concept of Racinos when
it allowed MTR Gaming Group to add
VLTs to the Mountaineer Race Track and
Gaming Resort in Chester. The other
three tracks include Tri State racetrack at
Cross Lanes, Wheeling Island and Charles
Town Racetrack

In 2001 West Virginia permitted VLTs in
alcohol licensed environments with the
aim of outlawing the pre-existing grey
poker machines. The cap was set at 9,000
and each location can have a maximum
of five machines, with the exception of
fraternal organisations, which can have
up to 10 machines.

OREGON introduced VLTs in 1992 and at
the time around 236 retailers operated
just 550 VLTs. Today there are 12,342
VLTs with around 2,368 retailers and the
products saw revenues last year of
$786.75m. The games are all linked to
the Oregon Lottery central computer
system and stakes are limited to $2.50
and payouts of $600 maximum.

SOUTH DAKOTA was the first US State
to legalise VLTs in October 1989. The set
up here is a unique agreement where
private companies own the machines but
they are monitored by the South Dakota
Lottery. Over the years the state has
increased its share of net machine income
and today imposes a substantial 50 per
cent tax on the revenues and receives
around $112m annually from VLTs. There
is now talk of increasing taxes to as
much as 70%. The remaining 50 per cent
goes to licensed operators who then split
with the establishments.

There are currently 8,996 VLTs in this
state operated in 1,478 establishments
which saw a revenue last year of
$220.13m.

Maximum stake is $2 and maximum
prize is $1,000 with winnings in tickets
and payout percentage between 88 and
92 per cent.

South Dakota is the only VLT state which
also has slot machines and the VLT sector
represents around 60 per cent of the total
machine base in this state.

Since 1992 there have been various
attempts to repeal the VLTs in South
Dakota and all have been widely rejected
by a public vote.  In South Dakota VLTs
are the state’s second largest source of
general fund revenue.
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CANADA
The VLT sector in Canada is well
regulated and since its inception in 1991
VLTs now account for around 19 per cent
(around $3bn) of an annual $15bn win
(2008) generated via the total gaming
industry in Canada which includes
lotteries, bingos, casinos and gaming
machines.

New Brunswick was the first province in
Canada to introduce VLTs in 1991 as a
result of a 1985 Criminal Code
amendment permitting provinces to
operate electronic gaming machines. At
the time they were permitted in licensed
and non-licensed establishments such as
corner shops, bowling alleys and taxi
stands. The law was later changed which
restricted them to designated age
restricted gaming facilities such as casinos
and in four regions in racetracks (Alberta,
Manitoba, Quebec and Prince Edward
Island).

During the next two years the other
provinces followed suit and today eight of
the 10 provinces permit VLTs. British
Columbia and Ontario are the only two
which do not permit VLTs although
Ontario does permit slots at 18 racetracks
and British Columbia permits a limited
number of slots in a bingo hall. 

Gaming is regulated and operated by the
provincial governments and their lottery
corporations with individual regulations
set by the provinces. The provincial
governments retains between 70 and 85
per cent of the win whilst the site holders
receive between 15 and 30 per cent.

In Canada the VLTs appear to work
alongside other forms of gaming. There
are however continual calls to remove or
reduce the number of VLTs in various
provinces primarily relating to gambling
addiction problems particularly from bars
and restaurants.

The Atlantic Lottery Corporation was
established by four Atlantic provincial
government and shareholders which are
New Brunwick Lotteries and Gaming
Corporation, Nova Scotia Gaming
Corporation, Prince Edward Island
Lotteries Commission and Province of
Newfoundland and Labrador.

It was set up in 1976 to offer lotteries and
has since expanded to offer various
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games including VLTs to the four
provinces. ALC has 8,000 VLTs in
operation.

Paul Burns of the Canadian Gaming
Association said: “The market has
declined slightly due to the economy and
a few provinces are looking at moving
from a large number of locations with
fewer machines (typically 5-8) to a few
locations with a larger number of
machines.

“New Brunswick is in the process of
doing this, eliminating 300 plus locations
that had two machines each and creating
several locations with 50 plus machines.”

ALBERTA saw total revenues from VLTs
last year of $8.8bn with gross profits of
$705m although this was a drop of 15.8
per cent compared to the $10.6bn in
revenues the previous year. 

There is a ceiling cap of 6,000 VLTs for
the Alberta province and in 2009 there
were 5,964 operating at 1,030 retail
locations throughout the province.
Around 70 of these locations were Video
Gaming Entertainment Rooms which can
operate up to 25 VLTs each. Other
retailers can have between two and 10
VLTs.

The number of VLT locations has been
reduced by 18 per cent since 2001 due to

lobbying by Alberta residents
consolidating terminals in the
entertainment rooms. The Alberta Gaming
Lottery Commission pays a 15 per cent
commission on gross profit to VLT
retailers for services provided. The
remaining goes the Alberta Lottery Fund
after costs which amounted to $1.5bn last
year.

MANITOBA introduced VLTs in 1991 and
today there are 5,589 VLTs in some 515
VLT locations and it is operated by
Manitoba Lotteries. The VLTs saw total
revenues of $354m in 2009 with a net
income of $194m, an increase of $8.3m
and $3.9m respectively on the previous
years figures.

VLTs are located in licensed bars,
restaurants, Veteran organisations and
First Nations communities. The operation
of VLTs contributed to almost 64 per cent
of Manitoba Lotteries’ net income and
provided annual commissions of $110.7m
to all VLT site holders who operated
equipment on their premises.

During 2009 the corporation redistributed
VLTS from low performing sites to higher
performing sites.

NEW BRUNSWICK was the first
province to permit VLTs in 1990 and since
2002 it has been managed by the Atlantic
Lottery Corporation. A new gambling

policy was announced last year which
aimed to cut back on the number of VLTs
in the market. As part of the strategy the
provincial government aims to reduce the
number of VLT sites by half from 625 to
300 and the number of VLT terminals
reduce from 2,650 to 2,000. 

They are currently sited in alcohol
licensed establishments and Royal
Canadian Legion branches after machines
were removed from restaurants by April
2009 under a Reform Program. The
reduction is part of a plan to increase
business for the new Magnetic Hill casino
due to open this spring whilst Atlantic
Lotto officials say they are getting rid of
the bottom 10 per cent of
underperforming VLTs. The aim is to now
exempt all VLTs at legions and non-for-
profit sites.

Now there are two classes of VLT
establishments. The first will permit up to
10 machines and the second between a 15
and 25. A commission rate of 20% and
15% respectively is paid. Prize payouts
are between 80 and 96 per cent.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND has VLTs and
they have been managed on the island by
the Atlantic Lottery Corporation since
2003. There are 386 VLT terminals
operated in 85 licensed entertainment
establishments. A further 200 VLTs are in
operation at ALC’s Charlottetown Driving
Park and Entertainment Centre (Racino).
This number follows a cut back in the
number of machines and locations after a
gaming reform in 2008 whilst the number
permitted per location was increased from
five to 10.

SASKATCHEWAN introduced VLTs in
1993 at the request of the hospitality
industry and the VLTs are owned and
managed by the Saskatchewan Liquor
and Gaming Authority (SLGA). At the end
of 2009 there were 3,991 VLTs located in
646 sites which are age restricted alcohol
licensed premises with a minimum
seating capacity of 30 seats. 
The cap for the province is 4,000
machines and sites have a minimum of
three and maximum of 12 VLTs each.
Payout percentage is on average 92.5 per
cent. Provincial net income from VLTs
was $195.6m last year.

QUEBEC’S VLT sector is managed by the
Societe des Loteries Video du Quebec
(SLVQ), a subsidiary of Loto-Quebec.
SLVQ also operates two Ludoplex gaming
halls in Trois-Rivieres and Quebec City
since 1998. Operations are managed via
the private sector and the government
uses the profit to fund services and
programs in the Quebec province.

Prior to 1994 when no government
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Lotteries, Casinos Austria and Glucks-und
Unterhaltungsspiel Betriebsges. 

In 2004 the first WINWIN branded VLT
was introduced into the market at
Mayrhofen in Tirol by Austrian Lotteries
and Casinos Austria which was later
followed by further gaming outlets. 

The WINWIN branded outlets are modern
gaming entertainment locations in trendy
settings of around 500-600 sq.m with
catering and bar facilities. The first
location was opened in Mayrhofen in
Tyrol in May 2004 and latest one in
Kufstein in Tyrol.

Today there are locations in Mayrhofen,
Landeck, Lienz and Kufstein in Tyrol,
Ebreichsdorf, Bruck/Leitha and Zwettl in
Lower Austria, Scharding, Steyr, Wels and
Vocklabruck in Upper Austria and Zell am
See in Salzburg.

Players over the age of 18 are permitted
and the venues also offer live
entertainment and music and regular
special events. They are open 364 days a
year from afternoon hours until midnight.
Each location is equipped with between
50 and 150 terminals each offering up to
45 different games. The main supplier of
VLTs is Bally Technologies.

The VLTs operate with a minimum stake
of 1c and maximum stake of €10 and the
maximum win is €25,000. Money is
wagered by tickets or bills with ticket
payouts. The WINWIN terminals saw a
total gaming revenue of €361.5m in 2009.

SWITZERLAND
Gtech is the vendor for Tactilo VLTs
which are operated in Switzerland by The
Loterie Romande in the western French
speaking areas of the country.

However the Federal Casino Commission
(CFMJ) has been challenging the
operation of such machines saying they
are unlawful since Swiss law bans the
operation of slots outside of licensed
casinos.

The CFMJ and the lottery organisation
have been involved in the legal tug of war
over the electronic ‘scratch and win’ style
games for the last six years.

In 2004 the commission prevented the
Tactilo machines from spreading into the
German speaking area of Switzerland and
managed to freeze the number in the

French cantons to 700. Then in 2006 the
commission called for all Tactilo machines
to be pulled out of circulation within six
months, a decision which was appealed
by both Loterie Romane and Swisslos (the
Germany speaking canton lottery
organisation).

However in January this year the court
decided the terminals fulfilled the legal

definition of a lottery game under
Switzerland’s 1923 Lotteries and Betting
Act, which gives regional governments at
Canton level regulatory authority over
lottery and sports betting in the country.
The CFMJ however is now calling for a
review of the law.

Loterie Romande was founded in 1937 for
the Cantons of Vaud, Fribourg, Valais,
Neuchatel, Geneva and Jura (which
joined in 1979). Tactilo is now distributed
in six French speaking Cantons. 

The VLTs are slightly different in that the
Loterie Romande system requires a
centralised prize structure. Tactilo
machines generate nearly a third of
Loterie Romande’s total profits – nearly
CHF60m last year – which are then used
to fund social and sports projects.

Games are accessible to those over 18
years and are installed in around 310
coffee shops, pubs and restaurants.
Payment is via ticket.

•CZECH REPUBLIC
At the moment the Czech market offers
one of the only true competitive markets
for VLTs and AWPs in Europe.

Under a provision in the Czech law in
1998 VLTs (or IVTs as they are known)

controlled slots existed there was an
abundance of video pokers operated on a
semi illegal basis. At this time it was
estimated that there was between 25,000
and 50,000 slots which generated $780m
in illicit revenues each year.

The controlled network was introduced
with a guaranteed payout rate, a licensed
venue for operations and an operator’s
commission rate of 22 per cent. Today
there are 10,735 VLTs located in 2,321
sites. Loto Quebec saw total revenues
from its VLT division of just over $1bn
last year and it is the second largest
earner after its lottery section.

NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
has the highest provincial per capita
number of VLTs in Canada with one
machine per every 155 adults. Recently
the government has been
decommissioning terminals and increased
spending on gambling addiction
treatments. In 2008 this province collected
$65m from VLTs and it is managed by the
Atlantic Lottery Corporation.

NOVA SCOTIA introduced VLTs in 1991
via the state owned Nova Scotia Gaming
Corporation. In 1998 the VLT Moratorium

Act was introduced which put a ceiling
limit of 3,234 machines (excluding VLTS
on First Nation reserves) which is still in
place today.

This region was also the first to introduce
four features on VLTs designed to provide
reality checks and breaks in play to
encourage responsible play. These newer
models were brought in during 2001.

In 2005 the Gaming Strategy was
introduced which saw some 1,000 VLTs
removed from retail locations leaving
2,234 in the market which offer a payouts
of 93-95 per cent.

In addition the speed of VLT games was
reduced by 30 per cent and the ‘stop
button’ feature was disabled so players
were not under the illusion that they had
control over the outcome of the VLT.

Nova Scotia manages its machines via its
agent Atlantic Lottery Corporation which
operates both ticket and video lottery
programs in the province. VLT retailers
receive a gross commission of 25 per cent
for video lottery receipts up to $400,000
and 16 per cent for anything after this
amount. Their net commission (after

The Austrian
market permits
VLTs and there

are currently 780
VLTs which are

operated by
Austrian Lotteries
via their own 12

WINWIN
arcades.

contributions) is 21.7 per cent and 14.4
per cent respectively. Revenue net sales
reached $147m in 2009 with a net income
of $100.7m

AUSTRIA
The Austrian market permits VLTs and
there are currently 780 VLTs which are
operated by Austrian Lotteries via their
own 12 WINWIN arcades.

The VLTs are permitted under section 12a
of the Austrian Gaming Act are defined as
gaming contracts entered into via
electronic media. The licence to run VLTs
is held by Austrian Lotteries the
shareholders of which are Casinos Austria
(68%) and Lotto-Toto Holding
Gesellschaft (32%) and the project is
managed by a joint subsidiary of Austrian

VLT SPECIAL
Analysis

Number of:

VLTs 780

VLT locations: 12

Total VLT revenue €361.5m

• AUSTRIA
Number of:

VLTs 700

VLT locations: 310

Total VLT revenue CHF1071.m 

(net machine revenue)

• SWITZERLAND

Number of:

VLTs 13,400

VLT locations: n/a

Total VLT revenue €176m

• CZECH REPUBLIC
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IGT recently signed an
extension on its
contract with the

University of Iceland
Lottery which includes
the placement of 190
of IGT’s new MLD
video slot games,
installing IGT

Casinolink as the
casino management

system and
implementation of EZ
Pay. The new contract,
signed in April 2010,
provides for continuing
collaboration through

Oct 1, 2018.

VLT SPECIAL
Analysis

This is the only legal slot permitted in
Sweden apart from slot machines
operated in the Svenska Spel casinos and
there are currently 6,818 VLTs in the
market. There are however an estimated
3,000 illegal VLTs in the market.

Stakes are limited to SEK1-5 and payout is
set at SEK500 and Vegas VLTs generated
GGR SEK7.3bn and a net gaming revenue
of SEK2bn in 2008 which is about 21 per
cent of Svenska’s total net gaming
revenue. Svenska Spel’s total GGR
amounted to SEK22bn with a profit of
SEK5.1bn which is then channelled back
into the community.

The VLTs are located in 2,229 restaurants
and some 90 bingo halls, of which seven
bingo halls were also operated by Svenska
Spel under the BingoLive banner. In 2009
the company decided to find other
operators to run these clubs.

The company is restricted in marketing its
VLT products and age checks are regular.
The VLTs are provided only by Spielo and
of the 6,800 VLTs more than 5,500 are
WinWave or WinWave Vu terminals.

Spielo’s INTELLIGEN Central System was
deployed in Sweden in 2009 to manage
and control Svenska’s entire VLT system.

Meanwhile one company has managed to
introduce similar machines into the
market by developing the ILT – Internet
Lottery Terminal.

JENSIgame is run by Jen Goransson who
in the late 1990s introduced the famous
Wheel of Fortune and fought the Swedish
government over its ban. In practice the
ILTs are operating in a loophole in the law
and there is an ongoing fight surrounding
the issue.

Czech based JENSIgame has developed a
secure network system for lottery
terminals with a library of games known
as Fortune Predator which offer 16
separate games in either a server based or
web based version.

There is no fundamental legal difference
between playing the same multi games on
the internet or a gaming terminal and the
systems are organised by Scandic Gaming
SE, subcontractors to the Czech company.

There are currently 700 ILTs in the market
and some 20 operators act as sub
distributors at some 200 locations.
JENSIgame plans to help other markets
such as Poland, Greece, Norway and
Romania to re-open their markets in a
controlled way.

•SLOVAKIA
A market offering AWPs and VLTs also

exists in Slovakia. Initially under the old
communist regime slot machines were
not permitted in Slovakia.  However since
1990 the number has increased and today
almost 22,000 slots are operated in
around 10,000 single sites and arcades.
The total number of slots are divided
between around 14,000 AWPS and 8,000
VLTs (an increase of 2,000 from numbers
in 2008).  VLTs operate with a €10
maximum stake and unlimited prize.

A new tax on VLTs was introduced in
January last year which saw it increased
from a percentage rate of 29 per cent on
gaming revenue to a standard €4,000 fee
per calendar year, irrespective of how
many days the machine is in operation. 

Prior to the amendment VLT gaming

machines were paying 29 per cent of their
revenues (25% to the state and 4% to the
municipality) which has now changed to
a €4,000 standard fee (€3,200 to state plus
€800 to municipality) which is payable in
three instalments throughout the year. 

In addition the new 478/2009 amendment
includes a new specification of regulation
technical parameters and the
authentication of a system parameter in
the form of a security project or security
audit. The amendment means the video
games (VLTs) must be connected to a
central monitoring system to record all
data.

Meanwhile the same licence fee on AWPs
will now be applicable to VLTs and it is
expected the number of VLTs will drop by
20-25 per cent because of this new tax.

A division of Synot, Synot Arcade,
recently received a licence for VLT
operation whilst Cyberview Technology
Cz (part of Barcrest Group) teamed up
with Slov-Matic to provide VLTs to the
Slovak market.

•NORWAY 
Norway is one of the latest European
countries to commence VLT operations in
2008 and as such created a monopoly
situation. 

Back in 2003 the Norwegian government
gave the exclusive operation of VLTs to
Norsk Tipping in a bid to ‘clean up’ the
market and basically wipe out the slot
machines which existed and provide a
less aggressive VLT thus controlling the
underage gambling and gambling
addiction problems.

were permitted and the first licence for
VLT operation was issued in 2004.

At the time national lottery operator
Sazka did a deal with Cyberview (now
part of Barcrest Group) with the aim of
rolling out 10,000 terminals in the market
over a five year period. The roll out
however was slower than expected.

At the time around 200 to 300 StarPort
terminals were manufactured each month
and sited primarily in casinos, sports bars
and gaming sites as well as Sazka retail
sites.

Starport is now Sazka’s third biggest
product after number lotteries Sportka
and Stastynch 10 and stakes after
deduction of winnings were up by 60 per
cent in 2007. Starport offers nearly 30
slot, casino and number games, sports
bets and instant lotteries and also offers a
‘system jackpot’

Today there are now around 23
companies who licence their own VLTs
and there are a total of 15,000 electronic
games in the market which includes
13,400 VLTs. The remainder are 1,600
electronic roulette and 250 dice and other
similar games.

E-Gaming was one of the first companies
to introduce VLTs in the Czech market in
2005 and now has one of the largest

networks in the country with roughly
8,500 VLTs in operation.

The company created the Multilotto SBG
system which allows access to online
technology such as multi channel gaming,
progressive jackpots and support for
multiplayers.

The first product it introduced was called
Multi LottoI which offers 12 games
available in three different cabinets with
bonus features and free spins. Multi Lotto
II followed in 2009 which features nine
new games and a new terminal with
22inch LCD and new generation PCB
board.

In addition to Cyberview Czech, parent
company Barcrest Group works closely
with the Czech market’s second largest
operator, JAMP, and as a result currently
holds a significant market share. “We’ve
been working with JAMP for 5-6 years
now,” confirmed Barcrest Group’s Willem
Korteweg. “We were present at the start
of the VLT opportunities in the market
with our ICONIC sb platform and casino
style Triple 7 cabinet, which perfectly
suits the numerous JAMP locations in the
Czech marketplace.”

Synot offers its own VLT system which
was developed in cooperation with its
Swedish partner, Boss Media. The
company’s portfolio offers IVT1 and IVT2

There are
currently 6,818

VLTs in the
Swedish market.

There are,
howeve,r an

estimated 3,000
illegal VLTs in the

market.

products and IVT3 is currently being
prepared.

The Czech market is Impera’s most
important market and for the last three
years the company has provided some
3,000 ProLink terminals into bars and
arcades through the country.

Amatic and Apex Gaming have both also
been operating VLTs in both the Czech
and Slovak markets for some years. Apex
released the Multi Magic Classic this year.

Last year the VLT sector saw total bets of
€176m which is a 646 per cent increase
from the amount six years previously (or
on average 100 per cent increase
annually). By comparison the AWPs
which are still the most popular machines
saw stakes rise from €420m in 2005 to
€509m in 2007 – an increase of 3.5 per
cent per year. The maximum bet for a
Czech VLT is CzK1,000 per game.

SWEDEN
VLTs have been operated in Sweden since
1996 and Svenska Spel, a state owned
company, has a monopoly on the VLT
market with its Vegas VLT brand
(formerly called Jack Vegas and Miss
Vegas).

VLT SPECIAL
Analysis

Number of:

VLTs 6,818 Vegas VLTs + 

700 ILTs

VLT locations: 2,229 restaurants and 90

bingo halls 

(Svenska VLTs) 

200 (ILT locations)

Total VLT revenue SEK7.3bn 

(Svenska Spel)

• SWEDEN

Number of:

VLTs 8,347

VLT locations: 1,000 arcades

Total VLT revenue €125.2m

• SLOVAKIA

Number of:

VLTs 1,600

VLT locations: 300 stores/kiosks

Total VLT revenue n/a

VLT market share 100 per cent

• NORWAY
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There are initially
58,000 VLT

licences available
in Italy, which are
offered primarily

to the 10
concessionaires
who can operate
up to 14 per cent
of their total AWP

number base. 

There were around
56,000 gambling

machines in
Romania last year
and 22 casinos.
There are 1,137

gambling machine
operators who

have machines in
10,300 locations. 

VLT SPECIAL
Analysis

second round of concessionary licences
although it is thought only a few will be
taken due to the requirements behind the
procedure.  It could however force groups
of Comma 6a (AWP) operators to join
together with manufacturers to buy a
licence as they need to have a certain
number of Comma 6a to qualify.

The fact that the concessionaires lease the
machines to locations whilst operators
cannot own the machines is a completely
new operating model in the market and
very different to the current Comma 6a
(AWP) set up.

It is thought that possibly the market will
split into large locations (now being
called mini casinos) operating 50 to 100
VLTs and smaller sites for the AWPs. The
idea being that a larger number of VLTs
are needed in a location to make it
attractive to players.

VLTs can be operated in bingo halls,
betting shops, dedicated arcades and
gaming arcades (with a separate accessed
room) and some predict they may also be
permitted in bars eventually, although at
the moment these are restricted for AWP
operations only.

There will be up to 30 VLTs permitted in
a gaming hall of 50-100 sq.m and 70 VLTs
in a hall of 101-300 sq.m and 150 VLTs for
gaming halls over 300 sq.m in size.

The Italian market is fairly unique in that
most other markets operate VLTs fairly
exclusively. Here they will join a slot
market which is already well established,
consolidated and successful.

At the moment Italy boasts between
320,000 and 340,000 AWPs (Comma 6a)
market which raked in €22bn in taxes last
year, a 45 per cent share of a €47bn
gaming industry which is governed by the
AAMS (Gaming Authority under the
Ministry of Finance). There are 100,000
single sites which house these machines
plus over 1,100 gaming arcades.

•CHINA
Although gambling has not been
permitted legally in China since the
communist revolution of 1949 lottery was
introduced in 1987 and is fast becoming
one of the world’s biggest lottery markets.

Two agencies oversee the lottery – The
China Welfare Lottery Issuance Centre
(CWLC) which has 55 per cent of the
market and the China Sports Lottery
Administration Centre (also offering single
match games betting on football and
basketball) with 45 per cent market share.

Prior to 2003 the CWLC only offered two
games – lotto and instant scratch cards.
However in 2004 China introduced VLTs
which included a video lottery game and
Keno, a high-frequency game, which
followed in 2005.

These games have proved a big hit and
lottery revenues rose by 22 per cent to
US$13.8bn in 2007 with major growth
coming from VLTs.  The VLTs currently
support games such as Gemstone game
(Tetris like game), Poker, Golf game,
Shooting games etc.

VLT is restricted to halls operated by
CWLC and through a centralised system
offers a nationwide mega jackpot. Keno
on the other hand can be operated in
various social locations including
restaurants, karaoke lounges, coffee shops
and food and drink outlets.

The first VLT hall was opened in 2004
and there are now 23,000 plus VLT
terminals in 1,000 plus sales halls across
28 provinces in China in 2007. All VLT
halls are standardised and house 20-40
VLTs.

VLTs are operated via the Chinese Welfare
Lottery with China LotSynergy (CLS) in
Hong Kong being its exclusive supplier of
terminals. Keno was initially a CLS-
Tabcorp collaboration when they entered
into the contract with Welfare Lottery in
mid 2005 to introduce Keno to China. But
due to a restructure of their domestic
business in Australia, Tabcorp later

There were some teething problems due
to legal challenges from private operators
who fought the monopoly but after four
years of research and development Norsk
began operating in August 2008 and the
lottery has contracted Ace Interactive for
its server based gaming systems and all
game are provided by ACE from their own
library or contracted via third parties.

All games must be submitted to the
Norwegian Gaming Board and finally
approved by the Ministry of Culture. Play
is via a Norsk Tipping Playing Card for
over 18s and it is not possible to lose
more than NK400 per day and maximum
NOK2,200 per month.

Winnings are paid out via the Play Card,
not cash. Players can set their own limits
for play and exclude themselves from
games for periods of time or permanently.
There were eight games on the terminal
during the initial roll out phase in 2008.

There are around 1,600 Multix VLTs
currently in the Norwegian market which
are located in Norsk Tipping’s existing
retailer kiosks. These retailers have a
franchise set up. Weekly net income
averages at NOK1.5m (approx
US$210,000). The aim is to have 4,000
terminals out in the market by 2011.

Players can even buy their traditional
lottery products via the VLTs and
regulations do not permit a VLT loyalty
program although one to one
communication is allowed. Average
payout percentage is 80-90 per cent. The
net revenue is divided between the
contractor (40%) and local operator
(20%) and the charitable social
programmes (40%)

The plan is also to produce three different
models from a stand up terminal, sit
down terminal and a third table model.
They can be located in kiosks, bars,
restaurants, hotelS and gaming arcades
and on average between two and five
terminals are permitted per location. 

•ICELAND
Gambling was partially legalised in 1933
when parliament permitted the University
of Iceland to run a lottery. Since this time
other lotteries have been set up and slot
machines were introduced in Iceland in
1993.

The UIL has been operating lotteries since
1934 and pays 20 per cent of its net
profits to the state whilst the remainder is
used to finance the University. In 2008 the
lottery’s net machine income totalled
3.3bn kroner.

Currently the lottery operates 470 VLTs
primarily located in special gaming halls

and restaurants and IGT is the sole
manufacturer providing VLTs in the
market. Access is limited to 18 year and
some places restrict access to 20 years.
The VLTs are operated by the UIL and the
location owners receive a share of the
revenue.

Some 200 machines were initially
supplied in 1993 followed by additional
and renewed contracts with a total of 470
iGames today. Other types of gambling,
except the lottery, are illegal in Iceland
and the lotteries help support charities
and social activities. UIL uses the
revenues from machine operations for
maintenance, new build and renovation
of the university campus.

Meanwhile Islandsspil (Icelandic Gaming)
is an operating company which also
raises funds for the Red Cross, Sea Rescue
and AA via its operations. They have
been operating slots since 1972 and are
licensed to run video betting machines
which are not interconnected so the
prizes are much smaller, with a maximum
of ISK15,000 payout.

Islandsspil currently operates more than
600 gaming machines in around 280
locations generally supermarkets and fast
food restaurants.

•

ROMANIA
In Romania, Intralot SA, provides the VLT
system to the state owned Loteria
Romana which was founded in 1906. 

VLTs were first introduced into the market
in 2000 and IGT supplied the equipment.
They offer a range of games from casino
and ‘non-casino’ type games. 

There were 3,700 machines in 2008 and
are located in lottery points of sale all
over the country and there are around
1,750 points of sale in Romania.

In 2008 VLTs saw RON578.2m which was
the highest earner (45.6%) of the
Lottery’s other sectors including scratch
cards, Loto and sports forecasting.

There were around 56,000 gambling
machines in Romania last year and 22
casinos. There are 1,137 gambling
machine operators who have machines in
10,300 locations. Total revenue from
gaming licences was around RON110m.

•ITALY
All eyes are on the Italian market at the
moment after the country announced last
year its plan to create a new VLT
market.Comma 6b machines (VLTs) are
expected to help reduce many of the
existing limitations at the moment
regarding central monitoring, taxation,
money laundering and underage gaming.

There are initially 58,000 VLT licences
available which are offered primarily to
the 10 concessionaires who can operate
up to 14 per cent of their total AWP
number base. 

The Comma 6b concessionaires will have
to pay a licence fee of €15,000, payable in
two parts, and licences last for nine year
after which time the VLTs come under
government’s ownership.

VLTs will operate with a stake of 50c - €10
and a maximum cash payout of €5,000, a
percentage return of not less than 85%
(AWPs currently offer a 90-92 per cent
payout), a venue jackpot maximum of
€150,000 and a system wide progressive
jackpot of €500,000. 

A tax rate is set of two per cent up to
2011 increasing to three per cent (2012)
then four per cent (2013) The operator
will retain 50 per cent of the cashbox, 15
per cent goes to the supplier of the leased
VLT product and 35 per cent goes to the
concessionaire. 

At the moment the 10 concessionaires
have now linked up with manufacturing
companies who are currently putting their
products through AAMS testing and
certification.  Italy will open up for a

VLT SPECIAL
Analysis

Number of:

VLTs 470

VLT locations: 40

Total VLT revenue n/a

• ICELAND

Number of:

VLTs 23,000

VLT locations: 1,000

Total VLT revenue n/a

• CHINA

Number of:

VLTs 3,700

VLT locations: 1,750

Total VLT revenue RON578.2m

• ROMANIA

Number of:

VLTs 56-58,000

VLT locations: 1,100 plus (new venues

expected to open)

Total VLT revenue n/a (€22bn for AWPs ’08)

VLT market share 14% of AWP market

• ITALY
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“We are
approaching our

future participation
in the Italian

market in a manner
that will allow it to

be a strategic
market for WMS in
Europe. In addition

to the already
strong performing
casinos in the north

and the
introduction of
VLTs we are

carefully following
the news on the
government’s

efforts in regards to
online gaming as
we believe our
content and

technology would
be appreciated in

any market
opportunity where

gaming is
regulated.”

Candace Lucas,
Executive Director
of WMS Marketing

Operations.

VLT SPECIAL

Adria Gaming’s MD Franco Rota said:
“The VLT market in Italy is full of huge
opportunities. Through the knowledge,
experience and development skills of the
Novomatic Group, Adria Gaming is well
prepared to take on the challenges and
become a leading force in this hugely
exciting market.”

Adria Gaming was recently awarded the
ISO 9001:2008 certification for Quality
Management Systems by the TUV Nord
Italia

Some companies like Octavian are
newcomers to the VLT market and are
entering at both content and system levels
due to the fact that Italy has opened its
doors. Octavian already supplies games
for Italy’s Comma 6a (AWP) market and
has now entered into a licensing
agreement with Spielo to supply gaming
content on Spielo’s gaming platform.

Octavian has also signed a 10 year
contract with BetPlus to deploy the
centralised Octavian Symphony VE (VLT
edition) system to link gaming machines
at multiple AWP venues across Italy.

BetPlus is one of the largest gaming
concessionaries in Italy and will initially

link some 12,000 machines although
there is limitless scope for further sites
and machines in the future.

The Czech and Slovak markets both have
VLTs alongside a street market and in
Italy the whole market has been
regenerated and many believe that the
street market does still have a role, but
that this very much depends on the
government and if they want to retain

both platforms.

The key issue is that the regulatory
process is being overloaded in the short
term. Certification is delaying release into
the marketplace as there is currently a
bottleneck of approvals.

Inspired Gaming Group has had
experience in the UK market with its HD
widescreen Storm Cabinet and is now

withdrew and was substituted by GTech. 

CLS has an exclusive 10 year renewable
contract with Welfare Lottery for the
provision of VLT terminals and an
exclusive 10 year renewable contract for
the provision of Keno systems, games and
terminals. Currently daily sales of VLTs
stand at RMB20m plus.

Of total sales 65 per cent is returned to
the player in prize money, 20 per cent
goes to the state as welfare funds and 15
per cent cover the issuance fees.

NEW OPPORTUNITIES AND HIGH
HOPES
The Italian market opening has really
shaken the VLT boat and made almost all
suppliers and providers sit up and take
notice of a new opportunity and a new
market. 

The majority of the VLT providers have
now signed up with at least one (or
more) of the 10 concessionaires currently
in the market which are the Atlantis
Group (Betplus), Lottomatica, Gamenet,
Cogetech, Snai, Sisal Slot, HBG, Cirsa
Italia, Gmatica and Codere.

Barcrest Group currently supplies VLT

products to the Czech and Slovak markets
and is also going through the approval
process in Italy. Before the market closed
the company had a dominant presence in
Malta.

Barcrest Group’s most successful VLT to
date is Rainbow Riches product line
housed in the Triple 7 cabinets. The
company’s focus is now on Italy. 

Willem Korteweg said: “Competition will
be tough between the main worldwide
suppliers. We expect a growing demand
and a changing market with an increased
number of special bigger or smaller
gaming locations.

“Due to the fact this market is heavily
controlled we don’t anticipate any bigger
problems compared to existing problems
with Comma 6a products.”

Intralot Group has signed a contract to
provide SISAL with 15,000 MicroLot VLTs
for its Italian network. Sisal is one of the
leading Italian gaming operators and has
two of the most popular games in Italy –
Super-Enalotto and Win for Life.
Currently SISAL has a 12.3 per cent share
of the Italian gaming market and the
group’s business reached €9.4bn in 2009.

Amatic as a provider of multi game
solutions is also already present in the
Czech and Slovak markets and is now
also involved in the Italian market. The
company’s most successful VLT product
to date is Multi Lottery Terminal.

Astro Corporation is already a well known
player in the Comma 6a (AWP) sector in
Italy although as a new entrant to the
VLT sector has now signed an exclusive
agreement to supply Codere Italy with
VLT systems featuring targeted games.

Bally Technologies announced recently its
aim to provide an initial 3,600 games for
Italy’s VLT market via concessionaires
HBG Group (2,000 machines) and Sisal
Slot (1,600).

The company has also signed a
distribution agreement with Zest Gaming
to market, sell, service and maintain its
video lottery systems and gaming devices
in Italy.

Novomatic has always been at the
forefront of VLT gaming technical
developments and through Adria Gaming,
it’s wholly owned Italian subsidiary, the
company has already formed relationships
with the majority of concessionaires.

VLT SPECIAL
Analysis Analysis
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SERVING THE INDUSTRY -
BETSTONE
BetStone develops gaming
content for its own Server
Based Gaming platform,
which the company has
deployed in Europe, Latin
America and Asia. The target
environments have ranged from
street machines (e.g.
bookmakers) to slot halls and casinos. BetStone’s
machines have also been integrated onto legacy
systems using standard SAS protocols.

Speaking to BetStone Director, Avron Goss, we
asked what type of games suit different locations?
Every location is unique.  We have found that even
slot halls in the same city can display different
characteristics.  What has been critical to the
success of BetStone and its operators has been to
analyse each location separately and supply that
location with the games which the players
demand.  Given our library of over 100 games,
which cover slots, video pokers, table games,
bingo and miscellaneous games (e.g. virtual horse
racing), we have been able to meet the specific
demands of our players in each location.

What is key to a good VLT - (eg: good content,
percentage payout, prizes)?
As with any gaming machine, the key to a good
VLT starts with content and a stable gaming
platform.  Without these two factors, it is not
possible to reap the rewards of this important
gaming technology. It is for this reason that
BetStone has focussed on delivering quality
content and has consistently released
approximately 20 games a quarter.

BetStone’s platform has proven stability with the
largest site peaking at over six million transactions
per day against the central server.

What is the greatest challenge facing VLT
manufacturers today?
The challenges vary by manufacturer and region.
We believe that manufacturers can roughly be
broken into the following two categories:

i) Legacy Manufacturers – These have a lot
of experience in standalone gaming but
very little or no experience in VLTs.  They
have access to content but are still
developing the platform, tools and
understanding required for a true VLT
platform.

ii) New Comers – There are a number of

manufacturers who are relatively new to the
gaming market and have built server based
gaming technology.  While they have varying
degrees of platform they share a common issue
in that they do not have content.  This is critical
as players play games and not platforms.

BetStone is unique in that it is based on a Server
Based Gaming platform which has had almost 20
years of development and experience.  It has
delivered over 100 proven games and continues to
deploy content on a quarterly basis.  Together with
our channel partners, our global experience in
Server Based Gaming platforms across land based,
mobile and online is unmatched.

Which is your most successful VLT game to date
and why? (with figures/examples if available)
We have had a number of successful games across
all content types. What we have found more
interesting than the single most successful game is
that all our games are played.  It is this and our
ability to rapidly optimise floors which has allowed
our operators to target wider market segments.

What is the next generation for VLT products in
terms of technology, game content, responsible play
features etc.
Specific features will vary from market to market.
However, BetStone believes that our major
customers will start to understand the concept of
single wallet multi-channel gaming.  This means
that a player can be identified across multiple
gaming channels, including land based, online and
mobile, and be treated as a single customer. The
impacts to player retention and increased share of
the players’ wallet will be significant.

Which local partners/concessionaires will you be
supplying for the Italian market.
BetStone is available to all concessionaires in the
Italian market.  With our proven gaming platform,
combined with our content development
capability, we believe all of these will be critical to
our success in this market.

What is your outlook for the Italian VLT
market in terms of future demand, any
problems arising, competition etc.
We believe that VLTs will become the
platform of choice in the Italian market.
While there is already a lot of interest from
a large number of manufacturers, with a
corresponding increase in competition, we
believe that only those companies able to
provide compelling content will ultimately
be successful.

Avron Goss,
Director, BetStone.
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Timing and scope of government issued
regulations is typically one of the largest
challenges for new markets and the
introduction of VLTs.

Martin Lucas of Inspired said:
“Technology moves very fast but
legislation takes a slower pace and it is
often difficult to write in a way that fits
well with technology. There is also a lack
of adopted industry standards in VLT
markets. All of these three factors
combined mean that it is difficult to have
a system that can be deployed under any
jurisdiction. It’s a big challenge for most
VLT manufacturers.”

Locations often prove a huge challenge
for VLT operators not only concerning
networking abilities but looking at VLT
space issues with smaller non-gaming
venues such as bars.

As Spielo’s Rhonda Whittaker said: “In
individual retailer sites VLT space is often
at a premium. Retailers need VLTS with a
small footprint that offer the right variety
of multiple games on a single terminal. So
you need powerful terminals that can
drive entertaining graphics and sounds for
an entire suite of games on one machine.

“This is different than a commercial
casino environment where you typically
find individual games competing with
other standalone games or banks of
linked or community products in a room
full of hundreds of slot machines, each
competing for your attention.”

Others suggest security and how to tackle
remote maintenance. For instance Amatic
Industries’ 128 bit SSL encryption offers
remote maintenance and updates can be
done in real time.

Meanwhile the arrival of higher speed
networks is expected to open the door for
more innovative and exciting networked
game products. Remote downloadable
games are also creating a huge amount of
interest providing quick and easy refresh
of games available to players.

Spielo’s new Sensys platform is one
example which handles fully
downloadable game content and is
network gaming ready. The next
generation of VLTs are expected to offer
something a little bit more. So what’s in
store? Well some suggest the ability to
connect VLTs to other game servers to
share content. 

Apex Gaming’s Johannes Weissengruber
said: “Professional operators have realised
the true benefits of linking their machine
park online. Further advantages include
the ability to link a jackpot system which
players find very attractive.”

Responsible play features are also
expected to be increased. In Italy National
Health cards are used for player
verification whilst in Norway it is linked
to a bank account which can control the
age limit.

Meanwhile players’ demands are
increasing in terms of quality particularly
within sounds and video developments.
Community style gaming is also on the
increase. 

As Rhonda Whittaker of Spielo

commented: “The concept of community
gaming has been around a long time.
Think wide area progressives or slot
tournaments for example.

“But there are exciting ways to add
diversity to community gaming content.
Some of our European clients are
requesting multi-play options where two
players compete or and/or cooperate on a
single game on a single machines. We
could soon see this approach in the North
American market for instance,” concluded
Ms. Whittaker.

entering the Italian market with SISAL.
Inspired will supply a minimum of 2,000
SBG machines with gaming content with
the possibility of further growth as the
market increases. A substantial proportion
of the machines will be Inspired’s
widescreen Storm cabinet and the
terminals will operate on the group’s
Open SBG platform.

Inspired has also signed a software and
manufacturing agreement with Astro Corp
who will manufacture and supply gaming
terminals for Inspired’s use on its Open
SBG platform. The company was recently
acquired by private equity firm Vitruvian
Partners which is likely to see the group
expand into new technologies and
territories.

Martin Lucas, MD for Inspired’s VLT
group said: “Italy is definitely the most
exciting gaming opportunity for us at the
moment. The changes to gaming law
have really opened up the market.

“We are very confident that Italy’s VLT
sector will be a success. Taking the UK
market as an example of a similar

situation we used to operate 40,000
analogue AWPs in the UK and that
evolved rapidly into networked gaming
machines. We saw the UK market
transform from analogue to VLT driving
huge growth in incomes. I don’t see why
the Italian market won’t be a similar
success.

“What Inspired is known best for is our
Open Server Based Gaming VLT platform,
the flexibility of this offering and the
range of games the ‘open’ system allows
us to offer, from the best third party
developers.”

Spielo, which is heavily active in VLT
markets in North and South America and
Europe, particularly in Sweden, has now
signed an agreement to provide solutions
to Lottomatica and Gamenet.

Spielo will provide its end-to-end
solution, including multiple INTELLIGEN
Central Systems, VLTs and game content
with possible other partnerships with
other concessionaries at a later date.

WMS, which has been an active providers

“There are exciting
ways to add diversity
to community gaming
content. Some of our
European clients are
requesting multi-play
options where two
players compete or

and/or cooperate on a
single game on a single

machines.”
Rhonda Whittaker,

Spielo. 

of VLTs in the North American and
Canadian markets since the early 1990s,
is now in negotiation with several
concessionaires in Italy.

Candace Lucas, Executive Director of
WMS Marketing Operations said: “We are
approaching our future participation in
the Italian market in a manner that will
allow it to be a strategic market for WMS
in Europe. In addition to the already
strong performing casinos in the north
and the introduction of VLTs we are
carefully following the news on the
government’s efforts in regards to online
gaming as we believe our content and
technology would be appreciated in any
market opportunity where gaming is
regulated.

“WMS has performed very well during
the time when gaming spend per visit has
been down and our customers have
significantly cut back on their capital
budgets, this success bodes well for the
company as we begin to see the signs of
recovery in the industry, particularly with
regards to the level of capital spending
our customers commit to. 

“Our new products and technologies
which feature industry leading innovation
and game play mechanics has allowed us
to gain market share in North America
and is driving increased penetration in
international markets. Properly staffed
and regulated we believe the Italian VLT
market will prove a success.”

Meanwhile Casinos Austria International
and Cogetech have a new joint venture to
launch of up to 20 VLT gaming outlets in
the Italian market for a total investment
of around €40m. The new joint company
will be called Azzuro Gaming of which
CAI will hold the majority 75 per cent
stake with the aim of opening 20 mini
casinos each featuring 50 to 150 VLTs.

A GLIMPSE AT THE FUTURE
So what does the future hold for VLTs.
Are they suitable for every market and
will there ever be a boom growth of these
products. And if so what challenges face
VLT content providers today?

One of the biggest for VLT manufacturers
today is to get end users to understand all
the technology components that are
required – the systems require the
internet and far more infrastructure. A
key issue worldwide is smaller venues as
they need multiple suppliers to be able to
get the best content.

VLTs are not the solution for every market
and a big challenge for single suppliers is
to provide content variety and a system to
be able to compete in the marketplace.
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REAL ADVANTAGE -
BARCREST GROUP
Crucially for a company
spanning both the VLT and
Comma 6a sectors in Italy, the
decision as to how to manage
gaming brands will prove
interesting in the future.
Speaking to Barcrest Group's
Willem Korteweg, he explained that
Barcrest intends to keep its games
separate within the two segments.
“We are concerned that we do not
overlap games between VLTs and
Comma 6a,” stated Mr. Korteweg. “For the players
moving between the two gaming environments,
playing a particular game in a sports-betting shop
on a VLT is a totally different experience to playing
a Comma 6a game in a pub location. The
controlled nature of the Comma 6a game as
opposed to the random VLT game would mean
that the games are very different. If the game
appears the same, but the experience is vastly
different, we could disappoint the player and
tarnish the game in their eyes.”

If Barcrest keeps its games separate, it’s because
the expectation is that the player will be the same,
or at least that the VLT market will cannibalise the
Comma 6a market to an extent, creaming off its
high-end players. There is an assumption that the
number of 6a machines will reduce; not in relation
to the number of VLTs installed, but rather as a
result of the top 6a players migrating across to
VLTs. “There will still be a market for Comma 6a
product operating in different environments from
VLTs,” said Mr. Korteweg. “While the stakes and
prizes are not dissimilar, the wide area jackpots
will attract existing Comma 6a players and new
players to the VLT sector.”

The Italian VLT sector is a market that has also
attracted new players in terms of the suppliers of
platforms and content. The VLT suppliers’ market
in Italy is truly global, with international
companies - many from the casino industry - now
vying for floorspace in VLT locations across
Italy. “The market in Italy has been moving
quickly over the last couple of years to
become an international one,” said Mr.
Korteweg. “Competition has increased at the
global level, with companies from many
different sectors now competing in the VLT

sector. We believe the size and strength of the
Barcrest brand and quality of product will ensure
that we thrive in this expanding marketplace.”

Barcrest exited the Italian AWP market three years
ago, returning to both the VLT and Comma 6a
markets earlier this year. Mr. Korteweg explained
that the market has moved on greatly in the last 18
months. “Comma 6 had become a market
dominated with low cost product utilising low-tech
hardware, in which we simply could not compete
at that price level. Comma 6a changed the
marketplace 18 months ago, and while we are still
in the homologation process with our first 6a
products, we see that the operators are driven by a
different business model. They are much more
inclined towards high quality product, with
concessionaires now purchasing from the casino
manufacturers, including those from the wider IGT
Group. Operators are capable of spending more
money on the product and that makes it very
interesting for a manufacturer.”

While the term 'manufacturer' is becoming
increasingly rare in discussions with gaming
companies, content suppliers agree that the
hardware must be attractive and robust in order to
sell the content. “Supplying hardware into VLT
markets is a high priority for Barcrest Group,”
underlined Mr. Korteweg. “We have been
supplying networked gaming terminals for several
years into a variety of jurisdictions and know that
the hardware and platform are very important
elements in the package. Selling the boxes is just
as important - without them there would be no
content.” 

During the initial fill of the Italian VLT market,
games and platforms will be tested for the first
time at the point of roll-out. There’s more than a
little ‘suck-it-and-see’ about this initial phase.
However, what is likely is that as the dust settles,
concessionaires will want the best games,
regardless of the system or platform they are
currently tied into. “I believe we will see the
market developing much as it has done in the UK

FOBT sector, where manufacturers are sharing
content between systems. I also think that in
many of the casino-style VLT environments,
we will see many operators utilising multiple
platforms in order to attract as wide a
number of players as possible," said Mr.
Korteweg."

Willem
Korteweg,
Director of

European Sales,
Barcrest Group. 
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Synot Holding’s  new
Data Centre Monaco,
located in Uherske
Hradiste, Czech

Republic (above and
top), is a hugely

impressive facility.
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“Part of any successful VLT system is the
jackpot, and it depends on the customer
whether he chooses the mystery option or
progressive jackpot. Since the launch of
Synot’s VLT system operations, Synot has
already paid more than €3m in jackpots.
Terminals can communicate with the
central system through different types of
connections. Synot chose the private data
network based on MPLS technology,
which brings maximum reliability and
security,” adds Mr. Gregor. 

Synot’s existing back office was not
sufficient for expanding the system
further, therefore the company has
decided to build a completely new Data
Centre Monaco at its headquarters in
Uherske Hradiste, Czech Republic.

The new Data Centre Monaco, which is
planned to open in July 201,0 is built
with Tier III parameters and designed in
accordance with recommendations based
on two world standards in this area. It
complies with American standard TIA-942
(Telecommunications Infrastructure
Standard for Data Centre), which was
adopted in 2005, And European standard
EN 50173-5 (Information technology -
Generic cabling systems - Part 5: Data
centres dated 31st August 2007) and is
constructed with connection to an optical
infrastructure with the capacity of 2x10
Gbps.

“At the moment we are working very
hard on a project to take our VLTs to the
Italian market in cooperation with Boss
Media/GTECH G2. We have seen and
verified at the ENADA show in Rimini
that our product is certainly competitive.
As to the operation of VLT systems, only

a few companies in Europe have such
extensive experience as Synot’s team. We
believe that we will be successful and
that Synot will repeat its success from
Czech Republic and Slovakia,” concluded
Mr. Michalcio of Synot’s future expansion
in the VLT marketplace in Europe.

Video Lottery Terminals might have become a new buzzword in the industry,
but for Synot Holdings, with 10,000 in the field and six years’ operation under
its belt, VLTs have become the staple of its business, and there’s more to come

The first adopter advantage

Synot started to operate systems of VLT
terminals in the Czech Republic almost
six years ago. “It was difficult at the
beginning,” explains Pavel Michalcio,
Sales Director of Synot Holding. “Almost
no one in Europe had experience with the
operation of such complex systems. In
addition, the Czech market was, and still
is, very specific as to the type of games,
system security and its components. 

“Our supplier, Boss Media, part of the
global GTECH G2 group, has proven to be
highly flexible and open to our
requirements. That is why we have, after
the initial success with new games such
as Hot as Hell or Hells Bells, established a
group of experts within Synot Holding
that are responsible for the improvement
of the system from the point-of-view of
games as well as operation and
surveillance. This has proven to be an

innovative and insightful step and today
this group, in close cooperation with Boss
Media, has created over 30 games and
has been able to expand into seven
different European countries.” 

The core of Synot’s business is still the
operation of VLTs in the Czech Republic
and Slovakia. As the number of terminals
grew and still grows at a high rate (Synot
recently placed its 10 thousandth terminal
in the marketplace) Synot and Boss Media
continued with the development of a back
office management system, Pitboss,
which today is one of the most complex
on the market. 

The subtle system of terminal network
management enables the observation and
analysis of a number of items in real time
- not just across the whole network, but
also for individual machines; running a

“At the moment
we are working
very hard on a

project to take our
VLTs to the

Italian market in
cooperation with

Boss
Media/GTECH
G2. We believe
that we will be
successful and
that Synot will

repeat its success
from Czech
Republic and
Slovakia,” 

Pavel Michalcio,
Sales Director of
Synot Holding.

wide range of alerts and alarms for
different events in the system, including
the monitoring of individual terminal
doors opening and other manipulations,
retention of game history, and addressing
the high cash-in or pay-outs to the players
across arcades. This is together with
24/7company call centre surveillance -
the most secure and most complex system
at the market. 

When developing games Synot prides
itself on listening to the players. “We
strive to try new things from time to time,
because innovations can diversify the
company from the average and can attract
new players,” explains Rudolf Gregor,
Technical Director of Synot Holding. “In
this way we developed, for example, our
new games Age of Vikings and Black
Bird, which will be launched in our VLT
terminals at the end of June 2010. 

“These new games include innovative
new concepts such as scatter lines and
combined criss cross system on 4 reels.
We also support proven favourites; for
example game Demonio, which is five
reels with expansive wild symbols, has
become one of the best games in the VLT
system. And because we know that
players from East Europe love games with
free games features, this is also a part of
our portfolio,” states Mr. Gregor.
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